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is the maximal integer such that Z has the closure property w.r.t. first order d.p.'s of degree < 72, then we take Q to be first order and (72 + l)st degree.
Applications of the first order differential closure theorem are given in V.
The applications hold in any (finitely enveloped or not) GLF, abstract or concrete (i.e., function-theoretic).
(Cf. [6, § §2.120-122] for examples of concrete GLF's.) Our main application is the establishment of a general "first order structure theorem". Roughly, a first order structure theorem denies to a first order structure theorem have proved extremely useful in the algebraic-asymptotic theory of differential equations (cf. [6, Chapter 6] ). Our structure theorem, the strongest one so far, generalizes a recent result of Strodt [5] .
VI is an appendix containing results which would be disruptive if placed elsewhere.
The author gratefully acknowledges the invaluable advice and support of Walter Strodt and several informative conversations with Robert Wright. In particular, the important concept of a "P-stable element" (cf. §4.7.D) is due to Wright.
Notation. 7l will denote the nonnegative integers. In this paper the letter D (L) when suffixed to a section number will indicate a section devoted to a definition (lemma).
General hypothesis for I-IV. Z = ((X, «, U, C), D, x) is a finitely enveloped GLF and C is algebraically closed. M (U) will denote the set of (unit) logarithmic monomials of Z.
I. Preliminaries.
General hypothesis for I. Z' = ((X',«', U, C), D', x) is a finitely enveloped GLF. (X*. D') and «' are extensions, respectively, of ÍK, D) and «.
1.1. D. f e K' is said to be nonsingular over X if either (1) / is algebraic over X, or (2) / satisfies a first order a.d.e. over (X, D), say P = 0, and P is asymptotically nonsingular at /.
1.2. D. Z' is said to be strongly attached to Z if X' is differentially generated over X by its nonsingular elements over X. Proof. This follows from the definitions.
1.5. L. If 1' is strongly attached to Z. then card (K) = card ÍK.').
Proof. Let G = \f £ K': f is nonsingular, but not algebraic over K\. K1 is clearly algebraic over K(G). Thus, the transcendence degree of K' over K is < card(G). By a well-known cardinality result, card(K')> card(K) iff the transcendence degree of K' over K is > card(K). It suffices to show that card(G)> card (K) leads to a contradiction.
If / £ G, 3 a first order d.p. over Z, say Q, and a e crit(Q, Z) such that /~ a, Qif)= 0, and Q is asymptotically nonsingular at /. Under the above circumstances, we say that / is associated to iQ, a). Let L denote the set l(P, m): / is associated to (P, 777) for some / £ G\; clearly card(L)< card(K).
Thus, since card(G)> card(K), 3 an element of L, say (P, m\ whose set of associates, say H, has cardinality > card(K).
Select h0 £ H. Then PihQ) = 0. Let PyiY) = PihQ+ Y) and H y = {/-hQ: feH, f¿hQ\ and Cy -ip £ crit (Pp Z): p « ¿0K Then, clearly, card(/7j)> card(K) and card(C,) < card (f<). Each element of f/j is ~ to some element of Cy. Thus 3 a eC, suchthat card(!/ e/7j: / -v al) > card ÍK). Select ¿j ef/j such that i j ~ a. Then P,(i,) = 0. Let P2iY) = P {ihy + Y) and H2 = \f -by-, f ~ a and f £ Hy-\hy}} and C2 = \p £ crit(P2, Z): p « ¿t!. Then, as before card (//,) > card (K) and card(C2) < card ÍK). At this point, we may proceed as above, with P2, H2, and C2 replacing Pj, Hj, and C,. From this recursive procedure, we infer the existence of an infinite sequence into K', say hQ, hy, h.
• • • , such that bi . « h{ and P(in + ij + • • • + h{) = 0 Ví > 0. Since P is asymptotically nonsingular at 777, the structure theorem of [6, §6.10 ] is contradicted.
Proof. This is a rather straightforward extension of §1.5.
1.7. D. (a) Let F be a family of d.p.'s over Z. Then Z is said to be closed w.r.t. F iff, whenever P £ F and m £ crit(P, Z), P = 0 has a solutioñ 777 in K.
(b) Let n be a positive integer. Let G be the set of all polynomials over K. Let H be the set of all first order d.p.'s over Z and L the set of all elements of H whose degree w.r.t. DY is < n. Then we say Z is:
(i) algebraically closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G,
(ii) first order closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G U H, (iii) first order-72th degree closed iff it is closed w.r.t. G U L.
1.6. L. // Z' is weakly attached to Z, then card ÍK') = card(K).
II. First order differential closure theorem. Abstract existence theorem. Suppose that Z is not first order closed. Then 3 a proper differential algebraic extension of (X, D), say (X*. D'), and an extension of «, say «', such that X' C G and V = ((x',«', U, C), D', x) is a finitely enveloped GLF which is strongly attached to Z.
Proof. The proof is given in IV.
First order differential closure theorem. Suppose that Z is not first order closed. Then 3 a differential algebraic extension of (X, D), say iK*,D*), and an extension of «, say «*, such that Z* = ÜK*, «*, U, C), D*, x) is a first order closed GLF and weakly attached to Z. Z* will be called a first order closure of Z.
Proof. Let ÍF be the family of all ordered triples, (X¿, D¿,«¿), such that
is an extension of (X. D), (3) «2 is an extension of «, and (A) ÜK-,«., U, C), D{,x) is a finitely enveloped GLF which is weakly attached to Z. We order ? as follows:
is an extension of (X., D.) and «¿ is an extension of «.. (1) u is a critical chain for P iff P. is unstable at u. V¿ > 0.
(2) f~ 2(u, k) means /-(an + • • • + a.) « u{ holds whenever 0 < i < k.
3.2. L. Let u be a critical chain for P. Suppose that P is either asymptotically nonsingular at a. or zero order. Then P=0 has a solution in X, say f, such that f ~ 2(u).
Proof. Let P. be defined as in §3. 3.4. Corollary. // u is a critical chain for P and each a. is a logarithmic monomial, then 3 ar2 integer, say p, such that each u. has logarithmic rank < p icf. [6, §2.34 ] for terminology).
Proof. By §3-3, 3/eK such that / ~ 2(u). Since Z is finitely enveloped, / is contained in a p-constrained field (over Z) for some integer p. The corollary follows immediately. This is in contradiction to the fact that, since Q is first order, the set must be finite (cf. [1, p. 93 , Remark (2) Outline of the proof for case two (cf. Introduction).
(1) Q is selected and its properties described in § §4.1-10.
(2) (X', D') is constructed in § §4.10-13. (3) «' is constructed in § §4.14-21. Proof. First we claim that either ciP, g) iL h -g or AP, h) tL g -h. Suppose the contrary. Then, by [6, §2.95L, D] , Pih + ig-h)) « Pih) and P(g + (b-g)) « P(g). That is, Pig) « Pih) and Pih) « Pig), a contradiction.
By symmetry, it suffices to show that AP, g) jL h -g implies AP, h) ~ g + AP, g) -h. There are three cases to consider. Reference must be made to [3] for information about the critical monomials of polynomials.
J.E. TURCHECK Case one. AP, g)»h-g. We have, by [6, § 2.95L, D] , Pig + ih -g)) P ig). That is, Pig) ~ Pih). Moreover, by the same reference, Pih + ig+ AP, g) -h)) = Pig + AP, g)) « Pig). Thus, we have (a): Pih + ig + AP, g) -h)) « Pih).
Suppose that k e K is « AP, g). Then k + h -g « AP, g). Thus, by [6, §2.95L, D] , Pig + ik + h-g)) ^ Pig). That is, we have (b): Pih + k) ^ Pih) whenever k « ci P, g).
Consider Pih + AP, g)). If Pih + AP, g)) « Pih), then (b) and [6, §2.95L, D] and the fact that P is c.u. implies AP, g) = ciP, h). On the other hand, if Pih + AP, g)) > Pih), then (a) implies AP, g) e crit(P(i + Y), Z). Since P is c.u. and AP, g) « AP, 0), we have AP, g) = AP, tí). Thus, in either case, AP, g)
-AP, h). Since AP, g)» h-g, it follows that AP, h) ~ g + AP, g) -h.
Case two. AP, g) X h-g, but A h -g. Pig + ih -g)) « Pig) follows from [6, §2.95L, D] . That is, Pih) « Pig). Moreover, as above, Pih + ig + AP, g) -h)) « Pig). Since Pig) Ä Pih), we have (c): Pih + (g + AP, g) -tí)) « Pih).
Since P is c.u., Pig + Y) is stable at h -g. Thus, if k « h -g, we have
Pig + ih-g)) ~ Pig + ih-g + k)). That is, (d): Pih) ~ Pih + k) whenever k « h -g. We note that, since we are in Case two, k « h -g iff k « g + ciP, g) -b. " AiY, DY)BiY, DY). Since Q is unstable at ciQ, 0), it is easy to see (cf. §6.1., also §4.14) that either AiY. DY) or BÍY, DY) is unstable at dQ, 0). W.l.o.g., Proof. X' is a GF by application of §4.20 (cf. [3, Appendix, Note l] ).
Suppose that k e K' -X and = Biz, h). Let g be a Q-stable element for iß! and Big*) ~ m e M. Let / be a Q-stable element for iß, B -ttz!. Then Bif*) Big*). Thus, Bif*) ~ ttz or Bif*) -m «m. Since /isa Q-stable element for iß -TTzi, it follows that k ly,' 772.
If k is of the form, Biz, h)iAiz))~l, a slight change in the above proof is necessary.
If k e X, the result is obvious.
4.22. General hypothesis for § §4.23-29. r eJl. g, an element of X, is *.l. z'=(z-g)(c(Q, g))'1.
L. Suppose that Q is r-inscribed.
Let Q be the polynomial over K such that QriY, DrY) = QÍY) iDfY = xqXi ... xrDY). Let Qriz, V) = 2 qj*.
Tie72 qQ «' q and qi <'z7 Vz'.
Proof. Let H be the polynomial over X such that HÍY, DfY) = Qr(l + Y, DfY) 'Ih.-Y^DY)'.
A and ß will refer, respectively, to the dp'.'s, 2(¿>¿0Y'': ¿ > OÍ and '¿ih..Y'iDTY)i: j > l!. Since Q is asymptotically nonsingular at 1 (= AQ, 0)), we have h.. A_hQl V; > 1 by [6, §3-9L] . Thus, clearly, B is stable at all nonzero elements of X which are « 1. Indeed, for such an element /, Bif) * oi*V- and aQib + dY) is rank-stable.
Proof. The proof is given in §4.35.
4.33» L. Z is strongly attached to Z and X' C G. we may assume (cf.. [6, §2114L] ) that H is algebraically closed. Suppose the contrary for a particular g and r. In this case we can show (cf. [7, Lemma 45, p. 104] ) that zzz(Y), the homogeneous linear part of Tig, L), is unstable at r. We claim that T (= Tig, L)) is c.u. Suppose the contrary. Let t be the principal monomial of T. Then 3/i <\, / and s € crit(T, Z) « tQ, such that s is not the principal monomial of Tik + Y). Then, as before, wAy), the homogeneous linear part of Tik, T), is unstable at s. It can be shown (cf. [7, Lemma 44, p. 102] ) that r Ä s follows from r e crit(tHY), Z) and s e crit(tîzfe(y), Z). This contradicts s « r. Suppose that Q is not rank-stable. Q can fail in two ways. First, a rank rise may occur at ciQ, 0). Then, by Lemma a, TiciQ, 0), Q) is rank-stable.
Second, Qik + y) may have a rank rise at ciQ, k) for some k *v ciQ, 0). Clearly, Tik, Q) also has a rank rise at ciQ, k). Thus, by Lemma a, TiciQ, k), Tik, Q))
is rank-stable. Therefore, in either case, a d.p. of the form, aQib + dY), with b ^ ciQ, 0), is shown to be rank-stable.
V. Applications.
General hypothesis for V» Z= ÜK, «, U, C), D, x) is a GLF (not necessarily finitely enveloped) and C is algebraically closed. P is a first order d.p.
which is inscribed over Z (cf. [6, §2.106D] ). Proof. Suppose the contrary. We will obtain a contradiction by embedding that part of Z, which is relevant to P and the v., in a first order closed GLF and applying the preliminary structure theorem of §3.5.
Let G* Uífíj-I. Let Mill) be the set of (unit) logarithmic monomials of Z. Let F = G{M), the differential field generated over G by Al. Let This shows that a general structure theorem is unavailable (4) for algebraic differential equations of order greater than one.
A result on critical chains. Let m ■ im^ m., m2, •••) be a critical chain for P (cf. §3-1), where, for each ¿, 772 f is a logarithmic monomial. Then 3 a nonnegative integer p, such that, for each ¿, the logarithmic rank of m. is < p.
Proof. Let H be a constrained field over Z which contains the coefficients of P. Let F = H(M). Define Zn and Z* as in the previous proof. The result now follows from §3.4 provided that m is a critical chain for P w.r.t. Z*. But this is clear since the fact that m is a critical chain for P w.r.t. Z depends only on the value of P at the points of F (cf. [6, §2.97L] ) and F and the asymptotic ordering of its elements is common to Z, ZQ, and Z*.
Example 3 (Strodt) . The differential polynomial, P(Y) = AY -x2idY/dx)2-xdY/dx, has a critical chain, imQ, m^, •••), where mQ * (log x)2 and m = -2(log x)(log(log x)) and the higher elements in the chain are monomials of rank < 2. These facts can be verified with the aid of Bank's algorithm.
The coefficient domain for P has rank 0, i.e., the coefficients involve only constants and powers of x. The critical chain has rank 2. Thus, we say the rank rise here is 2. This is the largest rank rise which has been observed in an VI. Appendix.
